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Abstract
Amid nationwide discussion on the importance of accident prevention and safety education, Tin Pan Alley
songwriters Irving Caesar and Gerald Marks wrote and advertised Sing a Song of Safety (1937), a book of
songs that taught children domestic, playtime, and traffic safety lessons, illustrated by Rose O’Neill. Caesar
secured a recurring guest segment to perform the songs on the variety program The Royal Gelatin Hour
in 1938. Focusing on Caesar’s segments, this article examines the role of children’s music on the radio in
the 1930s. Placing these songs in their historical context, I show how they both portray and challenge citi-
zenship and community roles with regard to age, gender, and race. After unpacking the context of The
Royal Gelatin Hour and the relationship between protection and innocence in safety education, I describe
the portrayal of parenting in the segments. Taking one of Caesar’s segments as a case study, I examine boy-
hood and race in the program’s adaption of the safety patrol. By investigating the role of children and the
construction of childhood in these initiatives, this paper addresses the relationship between children and
media and early uses of media as a surrogate for parenting. It examines the use of popular culture in public
safety efforts, the synergy of and tensions between service and profit, and the use of music to convey societal
duties in everyday life as they shift throughout the life course.

In 1938 Rudy Vallée welcomed Tin Pan Alley lyricist Irving Caesar as a recurring guest on the NBC
radio program The Royal Gelatin Hour. He introduced Caesar as a “great songwriter and the creator of
hits by a hundred, whose fancy turns … to a new and important type of song.”1 When asked to
describe the new children’s songs that he wrote with Gerald Marks, Caesar broke into song. He
sang an introduction that addressed the intended audience of “Johnny B. Careful” and “Mary
B. Ware.” Caesar and Marks aimed to prevent accidents and help children develop the cautious habits
implied by these names. The final stanza of the introduction states,

Don’t talk to strangers and don’t play with matches;
These new little songs know the right from the wrong,
So learn while you’re singing, and sing while you’re learning,
And you will grow up to be healthy and strong.2

The lyrics of these songs described domestic, playtime, and traffic safety lessons, presenting music as a
pedagogical strategy for safety education. However, what is one to make of the performance of these
educational children’s songs on a commercial radio show with a broad audience?

Thank you to all who have commented on this work, including Brian Kane, Gundula Kreuzer, and Naomi Rogers. I also wish
to thank Emily Ansari the Editor of JSAM, Diana Wu the Assistant Editor of JSAM, and the journal’s anonymous reviewers for
their feedback.

1Rudy Vallée, The Royal Gelatin Hour, NBC, March 24, 1938, https://archive.org/details/TheRoyalGelatinHour/.
2Irving Caesar, interviewed by Rudy Vallée, The Royal Gelatin Hour, NBC, March 24, 1938, https://archive.org/details/

TheRoyalGelatinHour/.
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By investigating Caesar’s segments on The Royal Gelatin Hour and their associated sheet music, this
article examines the role of children’s music on the radio during the 1930s. Placing these segments and
songs in their historical context, I show how they both portray and challenge citizenship and commu-
nity roles with regard to age, gender, and race. After unpacking The Royal Gelatin Hour, the relation-
ship between safety and citizenship education, and the use of music in safety education, I describe the
standard of parenting presented during Caesar’s segments. Then, using one of Caesar’s segments as a
case study, I examine the depiction of boyhood and race. In this case study, I trace the adaption of the
safety patrol, a popular extracurricular activity, to the radio and explore the segment’s capacity to create
a club for listeners. Through unpacking the construction of childhood and parenthood in these seg-
ments, this article has three main aims. First, it addresses the relationship between children and the
media and early uses of media as a parenting tool. Second, it examines the synergy of and tensions
between education and the commercial interests of the music industry and sponsored radio programs.
Third, it expands our understanding of the use of music to convey societal duties in everyday life as
they shift throughout the life course.

Radio and Community

In the 1930s, Americans negotiated the role of radio in society. As David Goodman argues, American
radio was unique in that it addressed “the productive tensions between entertainment and public ser-
vice roles, and the commercial and the national faces of the networks.”3 Moreover, by welcoming the
outside into one’s home, the medium created an “intimate public” and a sense of national unity
through synchronous experience.4

Scholars such as Michele Hilmes have examined the socio-cultural dimensions of American radio,
addressing the radio’s unique affordances by adapting concepts such as Benedict Anderson’s “imag-
ined communities.”5 Hilmes unpacks the listener’s relationship to the radio, discussing how the
radio connects listeners through shared experiences. She examines radio as a process of meaning-
making to address the implications of “print capitalism” and nationalism by tracing an analogous
set of processes to Anderson’s analysis of the newspaper.6 She describes the radio as,

a system of productive relations driven by…advertising; a technology of communications…even
more capable of negotiating not only the linguistic but the ethnic and cultural diversity brought
about by the transformations of the modern age; and…a machine for the circulation of narratives
and representations that rehearse and justify the structures of order underlying national unity.7

Hilmes addresses the unique affordances of radio and the tension latent in reconciling the portrayal of
national identity with the representation of difference.

However, radio’s relationship to communities can be extended by considering listening practices
and the intermedial dimensions of programs. An imagined community is reinforced by encountering
someone else in one’s daily life who consumes the same media. Listening to a program with others or

3David Goodman, Radio’s Civic Ambition: American Broadcasting and Democracy in the 1930s (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2011), 34.

4John Loviglio, Radio’s Intimate Public: Network Broadcasting and Mass-Mediated Democracy (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2005), xv–xvii; Michele Hilmes, Radio Voices: American Broadcasting, 1922–1952 (Minneapolis: Minnesota
University Press, 1997), 11.

5Hilmes, Radio Voices. See Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism,
rev. ed. (London: Verso, 2016). See also for example Christina L. Baade and James Deaville, “Introduction,” in Music and the
Broadcast Experience: Performance, Production, and Audiences, eds., Christina L. Baade and James Deaville (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2016), 2, 25; Susan J. Douglas, Listening In: Radio and the American Imagination (Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press, 2005), 24–34.

6See, for example, Hilmes, Radio Voices, 12; Anderson, Imagined Communities.
7Hilmes, Radio Voices, 12.
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overhearing someone else’s radio creates a shared listening experience.8 Material traces of one’s
engagement further substantiate community ties. In the case of the newspaper, encountering or pos-
sessing copies imparts physical artifacts of belonging, regardless of actual reading practices. In the case
of the radio, encountering or possessing a premium—a prize that listeners could obtain by sending in
box tops from the sponsor’s products—advertised on the radio imparts a physical artifact of one’s
belonging to a community of listeners, regardless of actual listening practices. These premiums sustain
ties to a program after it concludes. They signify listenership not only to the medium of radio, but also
to specific programs, such as The Royal Gelatin Hour.

Furthermore, a radio listener’s interpretation of community is contingent on numerous factors.
While one cannot make categorical claims regarding radio listeners, the relationship between a listener
and a community involves a variety of factors such as their listening practices and preferences, their
immediate listening contexts, and the messages portrayed on the radio program. For example, in
the group listening context of children and their caregivers, the content that children are exposed to
and retain depends on negotiating their preferences and levels of attention with those of their
caregivers. As I will demonstrate, the creators of The Royal Gelatin Hour prompted listeners to attend
to specific communities. They pitched Caesar’s segments to families and intertwined an educational
message of accident prevention with a commercial message to purchase the sponsor’s products.

The Royal Gelatin Hour

The Royal Gelatin Hour was a foundational network radio program broadcast by NBC from 1929 to
1939.9 With both its innovative use of Rudy Vallée as an emcee and showman and the direct involve-
ment of an advertising agency in its development, it became “the most influential variety show in the
history of the medium.”10 According to contemporaneous audience research, it was one of the most
popular programs; between 15.7 and 39 percent of homes surveyed reported listening to the program.11

While this provides evidence in favor of the show’s popularity, audience research from the 1930s
demonstrated a bias toward selecting audience members from urban households that were middle-class
or higher.12 Additional research on the radio preferences of children elicited mixed results, with some
studies concluding that the program was the eleventh most popular and others reporting that the
program was not among the most frequently mentioned favorite programs.13

Paramount to the show’s construction and its attempts to appeal to a broad audience was
advertising agency J. Walter Thompson (JWT), which developed the program on behalf of
Standard Brands.14 Advertising agencies typically controlled their programs, providing the advertiser

8For discussions of group listening practices and intimacy see Elena Razlogova, The Listener’s Voice: Early Radio and the
American Public (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2011), 80–81; Hilmes, Radio Voices, 11; Loviglio, Radio’s
Intimate Public, 1–3.

9In 1936 the program’s name changed from The Fleischmann Hour to The Royal Gelatin Hour to advertise Royal Dessert
products. See, for example, Cynthia B. Meyers, A Word from Our Sponsor: Admen, Advertising, and the Golden Age of Radio
(New York: Fordham University Press, 2013), 213; Timothy D. Taylor, The Sounds of Capitalism: Advertising, Music, and the
Conquest of Culture (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2012), 62–63.

10Allison McCracken, Real Men Don’t Sing: Crooning in American Culture (Durham: Duke University Press, 2015), 199; Susan
Smulyan, Selling Radio: The Commercialization of American Broadcasting, 1920–1934 (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution
Press, 1997), 113–14.

11See Harrison B. Summers, A Thirty-Year History of Programs Carried on National Radio Networks in the United States,
1926–1956 (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1958), 37, 59.

12Eileen R. Meehan, “A History of the Commodity Audience,” in A Companion to the History of American Broadcasting, ed.
Aniko Bodroghkozy (Hoboken, NJ: Wiley Blackwell, 2018), 349–53; Eileen R. Meehan, “Why We Don’t Count: The Commodity
Audience,” in Logics of Television: Essays in Cultural Criticism, ed. Patricia Mellencamp (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1990), 121–24.

13See Azriel Eisenberg, Children and Radio Programs: A Study of More than Three Thousand Children in the New York
Metropolitan Area (New York: Columbia University Press, 1936), 24–25, 56–59; Survey of Modern Children’s Interests
Conducted by Youthbuilders Inc., May 1939, box 73, folder 78, National Broadcasting Company Records, Wisconsin
Historical Society, Madison, WI.

14McCracken, Real Men Don’t Sing, 199; Taylor, The Sounds of Capitalism, 62.
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with the potential to increase awareness of their products, embed advertisements into dialogue, and
associate a program’s content with a product.15 To appeal to a range of tastes, The Royal Gelatin
Hour had a variety show format, traversing segments such as musical numbers, comedic sketches,
and dramatic excerpts.16 Though Vallée was framed as the show’s central talent scout and creator,
JWT transitioned Vallée to a master of ceremonies role by 1932.17 As one executive for JWT remarked
in an oft-quoted statement, Vallée “doesn’t write one word of the script. All of the things about how he
first met these people, etc., we make up for him.”18 This productive fantasy ushers the listener into an
intimate community comprised of Vallée, his guests, and the listener.

Children’s Safety

Irving Caesar was one such guest, depicted as one of Vallée’s prized finds during the show’s segments
about safety in 1938.19 By this time, children’s safety education was a well-established topic connected
with citizenship, nationalism, and the negotiation of commercial interests and public education.20 For
example, Executive Secretary for the Education Division of the National Safety Council (NSC) Idabelle
Stevenson remarked, the American “mortality rate from accidents [was in the late 1920s] almost twice
that of any European country and one-fourth greater than that of Canada.”21 These reports point to
the importance of accident prevention so that America could compete with other countries in terms of
labor force and quality of life.

Among the deadliest concerns was the changing function of the streets brought about by the auto-
mobile. What was once a shared space for play became a source of danger.22 Reflective of what Viviana
Zelizer identifies as the “new sacred value of child life,” the yearly deaths of thousands of children due
to traffic accidents spurred an increase in accident prevention efforts during the first decades of the
twentieth century.23 As the Subcommittee on Safety Education in Schools for the White House
Conference on Child Health and Protection stressed, “[t]he rapid increase in the number of motor
vehicles, the congestion of … cities, the growth of various forms of transportation … and many
other characteristics of … industrial civilization” were all hazards that necessitated the development
of safe habits.24 Statements such as these reinforced that changes to daily life required a robust safety
education program to prepare one for their environment.

15Jackson Lears, Fables of Abundance: A Cultural History of Advertising in America (New York: Basic Books, 1994), 334;
Roland Marchand, Advertising the American Dream: Making Way for Modernity, 1920–1940 (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1985), 105. For an analysis of sponsored radio programming as a process, its use as institutional advertising,
and its connections to welfare capitalism, see Rika Asai, “Music and Institutional Advertising: Consolidated Edison and
Echoes of New York,” in The Oxford Handbook of Music and Advertising, eds. James Deaville, Siu-Lan Tan, and Ron
Rodman (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2021), 352–70.

16Taylor, The Sounds of Capitalism, 59–60; McCracken, Real Men Don’t Sing, 199.
17See, for example, McCracken, Real Men Don’t Sing, 255–57; Taylor, The Sounds of Capitalism, 62.
18See, for example, John Reber quoted in Marchand, Advertising the American Dream, 49; Michele Hilmes, Hollywood and

Broadcasting: From Radio to Cable (Champaign, IL: University of Illinois Press, 1990), 91; McCracken, Real Men Don’t Sing,
257; Timothy Taylor, “Music and Advertising in Early Radio,” ECHO: A Music-Centered Journal 5, no. 2 (Fall 2013): 51,
http://www.echo.ucla.edu/volume5-issue2/taylor/index.html.

19James Street, “The Endless Vallée: More About the Vices and Virtues and Vanities of Hubert Prior Vallée, Radio’s Most
Expert Showman” Radio Guide, July 28, 1939, 7; “Caesar is Ambitious: Song Writer on the Air Sings of Safety—He
Sugar-Coats Warnings with Music,” New York Times, April 17, 1938.

20On safety and citizenship see, for example, “Citizenship Through Safety,” Safety Education: A Magazine of Good Adventure,
February 1937, 139; E. George Payne, Education in Accident Prevention: A Treatise Showing How Accident Prevention May Be
Made a Part of Regular School Instruction without the Addition of Another Subject to the Curriculum, rev. ed. (Chicago:
Lyons and Carnahan, 1925), 22, 27.

21Idabelle Stevenson, Safety Education (New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 1931), 1.
22For a discussion of the changing function of the street, see Peter D. Norton, Fighting Traffic: The Dawn of the Motor Age in

the American City (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2008).
23Viviana Zelizer, Pricing the Priceless Child: The Changing Social Value of Children (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University

Press, 1994), 12, 22–55.
24Albert W. Whitney et al., Safety Education in Schools: Report of the Subcommittee on Safety Education in Schools (New York:

Century Co., 1932), 3.
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Safety education had three central components: First, a knowledge of a set of hazards prevalent in
one’s community; second, guidelines to address these hazards; and third, an adherence to care ethics
which relied on thinking beyond oneself and about the safety of others.25 Each of these components
functioned together to create proper citizens, preparing children to avoid danger and “control [their]
environment now, and as an adult later on.”26 Contributing to these efforts, educators used songs to
help children develop outlooks in line with the slogan “A.B.C. Always Be Careful.”27 The phrase “safety
song” gained traction in the 1920s to describe songs that taught accident prevention lessons.28 Safety
songs were performed for various occasions, including parent–teacher association meetings and
demonstrations.29

A “jingle” written by a second-grade class from Concord, New Hampshire, exemplifies the
importance of multisensory awareness and demonstrates the place of safety and the arts in the school
curriculum.30 The students and their teacher wrote an acrostic poem with the word “green,” as in the
green signal of a traffic light. They provided the following for the two E’s,

E is for eyes
To help you be wise.

E is for ear—
The autos to hear.31

Their jingle encompasses the three components of safety education. First, they identify a safety hazard
(i.e., traffic). Second, they provide several strategies to confront the hazard (i.e., seeing changes in their
surroundings and listening to automobiles). Third, they attend to the safety of others by publishing
their work so that others may also learn about accident prevention.

By the 1930s, educators reflected on safety education and accident statistics produced in the 1920s.
They noted that there was only a one-sixth percent increase in child mortality due to accidents, as
compared with the 32 percent increase in adult mortality.32 However, some educators, such as
E. George Payne, expressed frustration with the lack of adult education and commercial involvement
in safety education, believing that it was inauthentic and dangerous when laypersons were in charge of
safety education.33

25See, for example, Stevenson, Safety Education, 11; Harold D. Meyer, Foreword to Stevenson, Safety Education, ix.
26See, for example, Payne, Education in Accident Prevention, 22.
27See Mont A. Forbes, “A Survey of Safety Education in Relation to the Playground of Elementary Schools in the San Gabriel

Valley” (Master’s thesis, University of Southern California, 1939), 63–64, 68, 72. On the slogan “A.B.C. Always Be Careful,” see,
for example, Harriet E. Beard, Safety First for School and Home (New York: MacMillan, 1925), 125; “Song Sheets for Safety:
One-Half Million ‘Always Be Careful’ Reminders Go to Pupils in Chicago Campaign,” The Baltimore Sun, February 7, 1926;
“Mysterious ‘Uncle Red’ Over Radio Organizes Safety Club that Has More than 36,000 Child Members,” AERA: Official
Publication of the American Electric Railway Association 17, no. 4 (May 1927): 504–06.

28See, for example, Barron Collier, “Motor Safety Education Saves Life in New York,” New York Times, January 4, 1925;
“School Pupils Have Own Court for Violators of Safety Rules: Junior Traffic Patrol Has Saved 20 Lives in Less Than Two
Years, Its Sponsors Estimate—Boy and Girl ‘Police’ Are Envy of All Their Mates,” Boston Daily Globe, December 8, 1926.

29For examples of the performance of safety songs in the 1920s see, “Joseph H. Lockerman School No. 100: Mount and
Saratoga Street Miles W. Connor, Principal,” Afro-American, May 14, 1927; “Brookline Children Give Safety Playlet: Songs,
Dances and Athletic Events Fill Varied Program”, Daily Boston Globe, August 29, 1929; “Safety First Plea Is Made: Teachers’
Institute Skits Present Exhortation Pupils and Auto Club Join with Plays and Songs Sessions Today to Include Discussion of
Health,” Los Angeles Times, December 17, 1924.

30“From the Second Grade,” Safety Education: A Magazine of Good Adventure, April 1938, 213.
31“From the Second Grade,” 213.
32Stevenson, Safety Education, 4–5; see also, for example, Florence C. Fox, Safety Education: Helps for Schools in Constructing a

Course of Study (Washington, DC: United States Government Printing Office, 1932), 16–17.
33E. George Payne, “Contemporary Accidents and Their Nonreduction,” The Journal of Educational Sociology 11, no. 1

(September 1937): 21. See also Dan W. Dodson, “E. George Payne, Pioneer in Safety Education,” The Journal of Educational
Sociology 20, no. 2 (October 1946): 67; Arwen Mohun, Risk: Negotiating Safety in American Society (Baltimore: John
Hopkins University Press, 2013), 159.
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Constructing the “Safety Songster”
The importance of accident prevention provided the historical conditions for the success of Caesar and
Marks’s safety songs. Caesar acknowledged the importance of safety education, remarking that “safety
has always been next to war the public problem number one” and that in the 1930s, he likely “thought
it was public problem number one.”34 In 1937 he published Sing a Song of Safety, a book of twenty one
safety songs with illustrations by Rose O’Neill and music by Gerald Marks.35 Caesar’s lyrics educated
children on navigating their societal roles. For example, these lessons encouraged children to refrain
from skating on thin ice and to remember their name, address, and phone number in case they became
lost. Caesar spun the songs as appealing to the modern sentiments of children with playful titles such
as “An Automobile Has Two Big Eyes.”36

O’Neill’s illustrations conveyed the child’s role in society by depicting white children at two stages of
habit acquisition. First, she depicted children who required protection due to their obliviousness of the
songs’ lessons. Second, she depicted children protected by the songs’ lessons. The former portrayed
innocent white children performing a state of divine ignorance; they are both in need of and worthy
of protection.37 The cover of Sing a Song of Safety introduces this framework by depicting a wide-eyed
boy and girl who appear astonished by the bevy of messages and guiding hands (Figure 1).

O’Neill also juxtaposes the careful child who applies the lessons with the ignorant child who must
learn the lessons. For example, the song “Keep to the Right” presents a lesson in pedestrian safety by
encouraging one to follow the example of “Johnny Go Right” and keep to the right when they walk.
The illustrations contrast two white boys: the orderly “Johnny Go Right” who avoids a collision, and
the bewildered “Johnny Go Wrong” who endures an accident (Figure 2).

“Johnny Go Wrong” lies on the ground mopping his brow, his mouth agape in befuddlement, his
jacket unbuttoned, and hair askew. Conversely, “Johnny Go Right” is well-composed and maintains an
immaculate ensemble. He understands his role in society. He monitors those ahead of him, engaging in
the act of self-protection. A woman walking in the opposite direction offers him a seemingly approving
glance. The use of song lyrics in the image contributes to the picture-book collage. The lyrics caption
the images of the boys, and the moral of the safety song—“keep to the right”—is highlighted in large
text accompanied by staff notation.

The songs appear as both an educational strategy and a relic of the Tin Pan Alley proclivity for
writing novelty songs about current events. Caesar leveraged the vogue of safety education to attract
listeners and potential buyers for the songs and increase profits. He constructed a broad marketing
strategy to achieve his goal, which was “the sale of one million books,” and he stated that he had “orga-
nized a department which ha[d] been constantly promoting the book in the public school systems.”38

Caesar corroborated his educational and financial motivation for writing the songs in his oral history
when he remarked that he wrote the songs “because [he] thought it would be easy to teach children
through song” and he “thought that there would be a market for them.”39

34Irving Caesar, interviewed by Harold Flender, tape 6, transcript, April 13, 1971, box 4, folder 4, 405, Irving Caesar Papers,
Wisconsin Historical Society, Madison, WI.

35Irving Caesar, Gerald Marks, and Rose O’Neill, Sing a Song of Safety (New York: Irving Caesar, 1937), Betsy Beinecke Shirley
Collection of American Children’s Literature, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, New Haven, CT. On Caesar’s other child-
ren’s songs see, for example, “Songs for Safety in War,” Radio Guide, January 24, 1942, 20–21; John Bush Jones, The Songs that Fought
the War: Popular Music and the Home Front, 1939–1945 (Waltham, MA: Brandeis University Press, 2006), 207–08; Irving Caesar, Leo
Russotto, and Albert Barabelle, Sing a Song of Friendship (New York: Irving Caesar, 1946); Irving Caesar and Sidney Green, “I Woke
Up with a Cold” (New York: Irving Caesar, 1947). For a discussion of the relationship of Caesar’s WWII safety songs to our contem-
porary moment see Perri Klass, “What We Tell Children When the World Seems Unsafe,” New York Times, April 7, 2020.

36“Caesar Is Ambitious”; “Sing a Song of Safety: In Rhyme and Rhythm, Offered School Children,” Austin Statesman, August
23, 1939; “Tin Pan Alley Traffic Rules,” The Washington Post, August 17, 1937.

37On childhood innocence see Robin Bernstein, Racial Innocence: Performing American Childhood from Slavery to Civil Rights
(New York: New York University Press, 2011), 4–8; Anne Higonnet, Pictures of Innocence: The History and Crisis of Ideal
Childhood (New York: Thames and Hudson, 1998), 23–24, 73.

38Irving Caesar to Daniel F. Tuthill, January 31, 1938, box 59, folder 41, National Broadcasting Company Records, Wisconsin
Historical Society, Madison, WI.

39Irving Caesar, interviewed by Harold Flender, 405, Irving Caesar Papers. Caesar’s perspective changed, as he later lamented
that children’s songs did not create a financially viable model, as a single book could teach “a thousand children” for decades.
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Caesar positioned himself as both a pedagogue and a public safety official. He plugged Sing a Song
of Safety at a range of venues, including at Columbia Teachers College, safety conferences, department
stores, and NBC’s presentation for the National Education Association on radio’s educational
potential.40 Through this widespread promotion, the collection was subsequently listed in education
bibliographies and generally received positive reviews that praised its “pleasant way of stating a safety
problem and suggesting a way to avoid trouble.”41 The fusion of Caesar’s wholesome image with his
business acumen positioned him as a valuable guest for a recurring segment on The Royal Gelatin
Hour in 1938.

Royal Desserts and the Family

The Royal Gelatin Hour featured Caesar on twelve consecutive broadcasts beginning on March 24,
1938.42 His segments usually included one or more safety songs and a sketch by comedian Tommy
Riggs and his elementary-school-aged character Betty Lou. The segments typically concluded with a
final performance of a safety song and an advertisement for two premiums: a sheet music copy of a

Figure 1. The cover of Sing a Song of Safety. Irving
Caesar, Gerald Marks, and Rose O’Neill, Sing a Song of
Safety (New York: Irving Caesar, 1937), Betsy Beinecke
Shirley Collection of American Children’s Literature,
Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, New
Haven, CT. Words and Music by Irving Caesar and
Gerald Marks Copyright (c) 1937 Round Hill Songs, WC
Music Corp. and Irving Caesar Music Corp. Copyright
Renewed All Rights for Irving Caesar Music Corp.
Administered by WC Music Corp. All Rights Reserved
Used by Permission. Reprinted by permission of Hal
Leonard LLC.

Irving Caesar, interviewed by Harold Flender, 407. See also, Irving Caesar, interviewed by Harold Flender, April 6, 1971, tape 4,
transcript, box 4, folder 3, pages 300–01, Irving Caesar Papers.

40See, for example, “School Lessons Set to Music in Swing Time by Tin Pan Alley,” New York Herald Tribune, August 13,
1937; “Three of Irving Caesar’s Assistants at His Booth during the Convention,” Safety: Bulletin of the American Museum of
Safety, May 1938, 230; “Snellenburgs,” Philadelphia Inquirer, May 20, 1938; Raymond Scudder, “NBC’s Program for the
National Education Association Presented at the Center Theater,” June 28, 1938, box 62, folder 73, National Broadcasting
Company Records, Wisconsin Historical Society, Madison, WI.

41“Book Notes,” Safety Education: A Magazine of Good Adventure, January 1938, 134. See also, for example, Eleanor Roosevelt,
“My Day,” New York World-Telegram, January 6, 1938; Units in Safety Education (Washington, DC: National Education
Association of the United States, 1940), 23, 40, 56.

42Daniel S. Tuthill to Thomas D. Luckenbill, March 7, 1938, box 59, folder 41, National Broadcasting Company Records,
Wisconsin Historical Society, Madison, WI; “Airialto Lowdown,” Radio Guide, April 16, 1938; “Riggs, Caesar Off Gel,”
Variety, June 15, 1938.
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safety song and a cutout of Betty Lou, available to the listener for ten cents and three box tops of Royal
Desserts products.

Caesar’s segments did not just have the potential to attract children to the program; they also con-
tributed to the show’s family-friendly image and fostered a sense of community. Principally, the sheet
music and its on-air advertisements constructed parenting standards that aligned with contemporane-
ous marketing trends. JWT emphasized parental engagement by promoting a communal listening
practice among parents and children. During the beginnings of episodes including Caesar’s segment,
the program implored parents to listen to “make sure your children hear Irving’s song tonight.”43

During the end of the segment, the program reminded “mothers and fathers” to send in for copies
of the songs.44 The use of the second person in the appeals to the listener scripts the parent in an active
role, outlining their duty to monitor their child’s listening.

Print advertisements for Royal Desserts and their competitors portrayed a standard of motherhood.
Advertisers acknowledged that women and mothers did most of the retail buying and attempted to
recruit white middle-class women as loyal customers.45 Emphasizing maternal duty was one print
advertising strategy used by Royal Desserts and their competitors in the mid-to-late 1930s. These

Figure 2. The depiction of “Johnny
Go Right and Johnny Go Wrong.”
Caesar, Marks, and O’Neill, Sing a
Song of Safety, 34. Keep to the
Right Words and Music by Irving
Caesar and Gerald Marks Copyright
(c) 1937 Round Hill Songs, WC
Music Corp. and Irving Caesar Music
Corp. Copyright Renewed All Rights
for Irving Caesar Music Corp.
Administered by WC Music Corp. All
Rights Reserved Used by
Permission. Reprinted by permission
of Hal Leonard LLC.

43Rudy Vallée, The Royal Gelatin Hour, NBC, April 7, 1938, https://archive.org/details/TheRoyalGelatinHour/.
44Rudy Vallée, The Royal Gelatin Hour, NBC, April 21, 1938, https://archive.org/details/TheRoyalGelatinHour/.
45See Marchand, Advertising the American Dream, 66; Katherine J. Parkin, Food is Love: Advertising and Gender Roles in

Modern America (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006), 12–14. At the same time, the dynamics and tensions
among maternal responsibility, the child’s subjectivity, and childhood malleability were central to the creation of the child
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advertisements often presented a social tableau indicative of a mother’s duty to her children or house-
guests stating, for example, “[t]hat’s why mothers who want pure, wholesome fruit flavors for their
children’s gelatin desserts are insisting on R-O-Y-A-L!”46 This conflates the purported flavor and
nutrition of the product with one’s duty to one’s child, thereby producing an idealized image of
motherhood and creating an economy of shame by equating a brand name with good parenting.
The implication was that purchasing gelatin desserts from other companies is a mark against a
mother’s ability to nurture her family.

In contrast to the use of jingles and song lyrics to explicitly advertise a product on the radio, on-air
advertisements for The Royal Gelatin Hour’s premiums presented a renewed commitment to this econ-
omy of shame. As an advertisement on one of the shows claimed, “[s]urely every mother and father
will want to join Irving Caesar’s great safety crusade by sending for a copy of this safety song.”47

Similar to the strategy used in print advertisements, these types of statements prompted parents to
conform to a standard of parenthood upheld by an imagined collective of parents that followed the
actions portrayed in advertisements.

One segment claimed that the sheet music served “to help mothers teach this safety lesson” in the
home, making explicit the gendered labor implied by the premiums.48 The advertising strategy encour-
aged mothers to negotiate with their children to listen to, perform, and retain the songs.49 While this
strategy partially departed from children’s radio programs in the 1930s—which commonly advertised
directly to children—it reflected one of JWT’s previous advertising strategies, which aimed to convince
mothers to motivate their children.50 This process leveraged safety education to conflate the value of
the sponsor’s product (i.e., boxes of Royal Desserts) with a mother’s duty.

Boyhood and the Safety Patrol

During the broadcast on May 12, 1938, Caesar invited sixteen boys from Public School (P.S.) 10 in
New York City to join him in introducing an extracurricular activity, the safety patrol.51 Caesar and
the boys performed a skit and a new safety song, “The Safety Patrol March.” As stipulated by its official
operation manual, the safety patrol’s primary function was “to instruct, direct and control the members
of the student body in crossing the streets at or near schools.”52 Descriptions of patrol work in
newspapers and magazines lauded patrols, attributing a reduction in child traffic accidents in part
to their work.53

The proliferation of local safety patrols during the first decades of the twentieth century reflected a
biopolitical project of citizenship formation. In the 1920s, affiliates of local safety councils and the NSC

consumer. See Daniel Thomas Cook, The Moral Project of Childhood: Motherhood, Material Life, and Early Children’s Consumer
Culture (New York: New York University, 2020) 3, 6–7, 132.

46“Royal Gelatin,” Ladies’ Home Journal, December 1936, 59.
47The Royal Gelatin Hour, NBC, May 12, 1938, https://archive.org/details/TheRoyalGelatinHour/.
48The Royal Gelatin Hour, NBC, April 14, 1938, https://archive.org/details/TheRoyalGelatinHour/.
49For an additional example of radio programs inviting their listeners to assume active relationships with their programs, see

Rika Asai, “From an Operatic Pomp to a Benny Goodman Stomp!”: Frame Analysis and the National Biscuit Company’s Let’s
Dance in Music and the Broadcast Experience: Performance, Production, and Audiences, eds. Christina L. Baade and James
Deaville (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016), 153–71.

50The previous J. Walter Thompson campaign referred to was their H.C.B. campaign for Cream of Wheat. Lisa Jacobson,
Raising Consumers: Children and the American Mass Market in the Early Twentieth Century (New York: Columbia
University Press, 2004), 185–90.

51Irving Caesar, The Royal Gelatin Hour, NBC, May 12, 1938, https://archive.org/details/TheRoyalGelatinHour/.
52National Safety Council: Standard Rules for Operation of School Safety Patrols (Chicago: National Safety Council, 1937), 4. For

guidelines for individual local safety patrols see, for example, Safety Education: A Course of Study for Elementary and Junior High
Schools (Cleveland: The Cleveland Safety Council, 1937), 69–70.

53See, for example, “Billiken Wins Gold Medal: Henry Hervey, Jr., Is Winner of First Essay Prize,” Chicago Defender, April 6,
1935; Margarite Houston, “The Safety Patrol,” The Chicago Defender, October 15, 1927; Ralph Troiano, “Not a Single Accident,”
Safety Education: A Magazine of Good Adventure, February 1937, 155; “School Safety Patrol Idea Proves Success for Two Year
Period,” The Austin American, August 22, 1937.
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typically organized patrols, largely supplanting the use of Boy Scout troops as patrol members.54 Some
local auto clubs also supported safety patrols, and the American Automobile Association (AAA) coor-
dinated support for patrols in 1926 to place blame for accidents on pedestrians rather than on auto-
mobiles and drivers.55

Patrol members incorporated music in their broader enrichment efforts, including field trips and
appearances at parades.56 For example, echoing the militarism of regimented enforcement, 11,000
patrol members marched to Henry C. Stephan’s “School Safety Patrol March” during one of the
AAA’s national school safety patrol parades.57 Stephan dedicated the piece “by the American
Automobile Association to boys and girls who serve on AAA Safety Patrols,” valorizing the service
of patrol members and positioning the work of the children under the auspices of the AAA.58 In
their status as “citizen-child[ren],” patrol members confronted adult labor shortages, contributing to
society through peer regulation while demonstrating their potential as future adults.59

Though the program’s function varied based on the needs of each school, contemporaneous
research and accounts corroborate that the group’s primary duty was to help students cross the street.60

As Rose Mancuso, a fifth grader from Oneida, New York, remarked, the “[patrol boys] have instruc-
tions to watch the boys and girls. The patrol boys take us across the street and tell us to be careful. …
We always do what the patrol boy says.”61 Mancuso’s description reflects the importance of physical
co-presence to the objectives of the safety patrol. The patrol member initiated pedestrian movement,
judged traffic, and spoke directions to the pedestrian, while the pedestrian listened to the patrol mem-
ber and regulated their movement accordingly.

Mancuso’s gendering of the safety patrol members as male points to the patrol’s gendered division
of labor, and additional accounts from this time frequently stated that boys patrolled outside of school
grounds on street corners and girls patrolled inside the school or on the playground.62 As Dorothy
Stewart and Fannie Iannizzaro, students from Warren, Ohio, reported, their school had “two [traffic]
girls for each section of the hall. … They ke[pt] the passing lines of children straight and quiet.”63

The girls’ duties served a similar function to the boys’ duties—that of teaching and regulation—but
the girls performed them within the spatial confines of the school.

The stakes of safety education were particularly high when it came to educating boys, as boys—
predominantly working-class boys—were statistically more likely to have accidents.64 This was
due to a combination of factors, including the pervasiveness of physicality in boy culture and
character-building initiatives.65 To protect boys, curricular and extracurricular educators enfolded

54Norton, Fighting Traffic, 86.
55Norton, Fighting Traffic, 228–29.
56See, for example, “7,000 to Join Junior Safety Patrol Parade: Youthful Street Guardians to Gather Tomorrow; 50 to Receive

Medals,” The Washington Post, May 22, 1936; “11,000 March in Junior Safety Patrol Parade: Monroe School Captures Float
Contest; 17 States in Line,” The Washington Post, May 8, 1938.

57“Boy Patrolmen Welcomed for Safety Session: 11,000 Youngers, Here for AAA Meeting, Will Parade Today,” The
Washington Post, May 7, 1938; Henry C. Stephan, School Safety Patrol: A New Juvenile Swing March (n.p.: Henry
C. Stephan, 1938).

58Stephan, “School Safety Patrol,” n.p.
59See Tamara Gene Myers, Youth Squad: Policing Children in the Twentieth Century (Montreal: McGill–Queen’s University

Press, 2019), 165; Jennifer S. Light, States of Childhood: From the Junior Republic to the American Republic 1895–1945
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2020), 188–89.

60See, for example, Nickey Carlo, “Duties of a Patrol Boy,” Safety Education: A Magazine of Good Adventure, September 1937,
20–21; Honora E. McGuire, “The Safety of the Pupil on the Way to and from School” (Master’s thesis, University of Southern
California, 1932), 19–31, 33.

61Rose Mancuso, “Our School Patrol,” Safety Education: A Magazine of Good Adventure, April 1937, 211.
62See, for example, “A Group of Traffic Girls who Keep Order in the Halls at First Street School, Warren, Ohio,” Safety

Education: A Magazine of Good Adventure, October 1937, 47; “Hawaiian Patrols,” Safety Education: A Magazine of Good
Adventure, April 1938, 212–13.

63Dorothy Stewart and Fannie Iannizzaro quoted in “Serving a Crowded District,” Safety Education: A Magazine of Good
Adventure, October 1937, 46.

64Zelizer, Pricing the Priceless Child, 52; Mohun, Risk, 153.
65Julia Grant, The Boy Problem: Educating Boys in Urban American, 1870–1970 (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press,

2014), 57; Howard P. Chudacoff, Children at Play: An American History (New York: New York University Press, 2007), 141. See
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care ethics into adventure. As an article in Boys’ Life, the monthly magazine of the Boy Scouts of
America, discussed in 1932, “[y]our own safety and the safety of everyone associated with you depend
upon individual care and thoughtfulness.… In many accidents, it is not the individual whose thought-
lessness created the dangerous situation who suffers, but some person wholly innocent of its cause.”66

Articles such as this reframed nurturing behavior by describing the boy’s duty to protect his family,
friends, and proximate strangers through thoughtful actions.

Some songs furthered both the coding of the safety patrol as a boy’s activity and the positioning of
the AAA as a core sponsor of safety patrols. The lyrics of songs related to the safety patrol usually dis-
seminated the gospel of the safety patrol; they described the character traits and enumerated the duties
of patrol members, reinforcing their status as admirable members of society.67 Take Lucille Oldham’s
“The Official Song of the Safety Patrol,” a song published by a local branch of the AAA.68 In Oldham’s
song, the singer embodies the role of one of “the boys of the safety patrol.”69 Throughout the song, they
describe their dedication to perform their duties “warm weather or cold” to ensure that their “school-
mates are all safe and sound.”70

As dutiful workers, patrol members also contributed to the efforts of traffic officers and compen-
sated for racial disparities in safety resources. As one reporter from the Afro-American noted, students
at two schools for black children in Baltimore, P.S. 101 and 133, were “endangered throughout the
school year by uncontrolled traffic on four busy intersections surrounding the buildings[,]” and the
assigned traffic officer “could not be found.”71 This was in contrast to the two traffic officers who
helped children from P.S. 60, an elementary school for white children, safely cross the street.72

Despite this discrepancy, there had been no traffic accidents and no formal complaints at the schools.
The principal of P.S. 133 credited several precautions, including “a very efficient safety patrol…which
ha[d] been successful in ensuring the safety of the pupils.”73

Since patrols existed throughout the country, local branches varied in makeup based on their demo-
graphics and the needs of individual schools.74 However, there was a flattening of the kinds of boys
visually depicted as archetypal patrol members. Sheet music covers, films, books, and posters typically
depicted American safety patrollers as white boys assisting with traffic.75 As the following poster from

also Kenneth B. Kidd, Making American Boys: Boyology and the Feral Tale (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004),
1–2; Grant, The Boy Problem, 42; David I. Macleod, Building Character in the American Boy: The Boy Scouts, YMCA, and Their
Forerunners, 1870–1920 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1983), 97–116. For a discussion of boyhood as it relates to
musical performance see Joshua Gailey, “Beginning Bands: Progressive Reform and the Birth of the American School-Band
Industry, 1907–1940” (PhD diss., Yale University, 2019), 46–62, 64–118.

66James E. West, “Editorial Page,” Boys’ Life, April 1932, 22.
67See Stephan, “School Safety Patrol”; Grade 8A Linden School, “The Boy of the Safety Patrol,” in Original Safety Songs:

Composed by School Children of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania for the Better Traffic Committee, City of Pittsburgh, 2nd ed.
(Pittsburgh: Better Traffic Committee, 1939), 8–10; J. Lillian Vandevere, “The Junior Safety Patrol,” in Merry Music,
eds. M. Teresa Armitage, Peter W. Dykema, and Gladys Pitcher (Boston: C.C. Birchard and Company, 1939), 39.

68Lucille Oldham, The Official Song of the Safety Patrol (Detroit: Automobile Club of Michigan, 1937), ID 87.135.1661, Gift of
the Automobile Club of Michigan, Digital Collections, The Henry Ford, Dearborn, MI.

69Oldham, The Official Song of the Safety Patrol.
70Oldham, The Official Song of the Safety Patrol.
71“Two Officers Guard P.S. 60 Pupils, But None are Found Around Dunbar Junior High,” Afro-American, June 30, 1934;

Board of School Commissioners, Directory of the Public Schools Baltimore, MD. 1933–1934 (Baltimore: Department of
Education, n.d.), 29; See also Kristina Kyles-Smith, “The Essence of Dunbar: A Qualitative Exploration of the Essence of a
Historical Black School in Baltimore, Maryland” (EdD diss., Cambridge College, 2020), 19–20; Commission for Historical
and Architectural Preservation, Landmark Designation Report Paul Laurence Dunbar Junior and Senior High School
(Baltimore: Commission for Historical and Architectural Preservation, 2012).

72“Two Officers Guard P.S. 60 Pupils, but None Are Found around Dunbar Junior High;” Board of School Commissioners,
Directory of the Public Schools Baltimore, MD, 35.

73“Two Officers Guard P.S. 60 Pupils, but None Are Found around Dunbar Junior High.”
74For an example of photographs of patrols see “Together for Safety: Junior Safety Councils, School Boy Patrols,” Safety

Education: A Magazine of Good Adventure, February 1938, 158–159.
75See, for example, Oldham, The Official Song of the Safety Patrol; Horace Mann Buckley et al., Away We Go: The Road to

Safety (New York: American Book Company, 1938), 18; “Buddies for Safety: Help Keep Them Safe,” Safety Education:
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the NSC illustrates (Figure 3), images of the safety patrol member conform to white and masculine
phenotypes.

The safety patroller is distinguished from the female students. Positioned at the foreground of the
image, he assumes the role of the orderly patrol boy with his focused expression scrutinizing traffic and
both of his arms preventing the students behind him from crossing the street. His black sweater con-
trasts with his white Sam Browne belt, the standard uniform and visual signifier of the patrol, which
was the same style often worn by police officers and military members.76 The image and text depict the
boy as an authority to be respected by his fellow students. This patroller was a chief collaborator with
traffic officers in the present who was prepared to continue accident prevention efforts in the future.
Both he and his classmates were entrenched in this community effort, one predicated on the physical
enactment of safety lessons. The service of the safety patrol—as depicted in songs and images and
enacted on street corners—allowed children to practice thinking about the safety of others while con-
tributing to accident prevention.

Figure 3. Safety patrol poster issued by the NSC.
“The School Boy Patrol Protects You: Obey His
Signals,” Safety Education: A Magazine of Good
Adventure, September 1934, n.p. Permissions to
reprint/use granted by the NSC © 2021.

76“Origin of the ‘Sam Browne’ Belt,” The Military Engineer; Journal of the Society of American Military Engineers 13, no. 71
(1921): 423; National Safety Council, 6; Myers, Youth Squad, 160.
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The Ether’s Safety Patrols

Since visually judging traffic was one essential component of educating children through safety patrol
work, the segment adapted the safety patrol to fit the unique conditions of the radio and exploited an
association with the safety patrol movement. During the segment, Caesar and Vallée define the safety
patrol more generally than the National Safety Council Handbook, handbooks of local branches, and
the observations of children. Caesar states a circular definition of the safety patrol, calling it “an orga-
nization of schoolboys who pledge themselves to work for safety.”77 Though this definition is not
mutually exclusive with that of the official organization, it deemphasizes the primary mission of the
safety patrol, reflecting Caesar’s more general approach to safety work.

Despite this contrast in definitions, the introduction to the segment establishes a connection with
the safety patrol movement on a national level. Vallée states, “Irving and all of us are gratified by the
interest taken in his songs of safety by schools all over the country. Tonight’s new song is an exam-
ple.”78 This statement situates Caesar and Marks’s song in the middle of an ongoing safety discourse.
It frames the songs as sonic signifiers of national community and stresses their purported educational
value through the context of the schools. Though “The Safety Patrol March” was not directly tied to the
AAA or the NSC, the segment’s introduction positions the song among these musical efforts by
acknowledging the work of individual safety patrols while also creating a broader community of patrol
members.79 In doing so, the introduction straddles the boundaries between the national and the local.
It constructs a national community by uniting local safety patrols, and then it hails a new set of par-
ticipants into the safety patrol by adding radio listeners to this national community.

As the segment progresses, it develops its connections to the safety patrol movement by imitating
practices common to safety radio programs. During this time, patrol members and their leaders broad-
casted lessons, activities, plays, and songs on local radio stations to educate a broader audience.80

Additional safety radio programs adapted the popular radio strategy of creating children’s clubs for
their listeners.81 They typically featured an avuncular male host as the program’s safety club leader,
creating a community of children through imaginative play.82 Some of these clubs, such as Uncle
Red’s A.B.C. Club, had thousands of members, including children from different states and countries.83

Corporate sponsors eventually developed programs with a similar concept and format, as exemplified
by Standard Oil Company’s Babe Ruth Boys Club, which claimed that “the Home Run King ma[de] a
special plea for safety” on every broadcast.84

The Royal Gelatin segment positions Caesar as a safety club leader and depicts the guest students
from New York City’s P.S. 10 as members of a safety patrol broadcasting a safety lesson. The segment
lionizes Caesar as an authoritative and affable instructor. The students respond to his requests for quiet
with silence and dutifully answer his questions during the segment’s skit.85 The general format of the
segment further establishes the student group as a safety patrol. Caesar leads the students through a
brief lesson followed by a performance of “The Safety Patrol March,” reflective of the broadcasting
practices of local safety patrols on local radio stations. Though The Royal Gelatin Hour was a nationally

77Irving Caesar, The Royal Gelatin Hour, May 12, 1938.
78Rudy Vallée, The Royal Gelatin Hour, May 12, 1938.
79It is important to note here that although “The Safety Patrol March” was neither affiliated with a safety council nor with the

AAA, safety songs from Caesar and Marks’s Sing a Song of Safety were performed by Pittsburgh safety patrol members at
Philadelphia’s Metropolitan Opera House. See, for example, “Be Safe by Singing but Make It Good,” The Philadelphia
Inquirer, October 31, 1937.

80See, for example, “Safety’s Vanguard,” Safety Education: A Magazine of Good Adventure, May 1938, 304–05.
81For a discussion of children’s radio clubs, see Jacobson, Raising Consumers, 190–99.
82Caesar reprised this role as a safety authority in his 1940s radio shows. See, for example, Irving Caesar’s Safety Songs,

February 1940, Marr Sound Archives, University of Missouri Kansas City.
83“Mysterious ‘Uncle Red’ Over Radio,” 504–06; “Uncle Red’s Club,” Safety Education: A Magazine of Good Adventure,

February 1937, 154.
84See “The Babe Hits a Home Run for Safety!,” Safety Education: A Magazine of Good Adventure, February 1934, 145. An

earlier review of the first two episodes of the program makes no mention of safety lessons. “Babe Ruth Boys’ Club,”
Billboard, January 13, 1934, 14.

85The Royal Gelatin Hour, May 12, 1938.
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circulated broadcast, the segment’s similarity to local radio programs reinforced its cultivation of an
intimate community.

The segment reflects the ideology of the safety patrol by coding it as a boy’s activity and portraying
the boys as exemplary safety patrollers. The program primed its listeners for its boy-centric focus the
week before the episode; Caesar claimed that “most of [his] songs are for boys and girls but ‘The Safety
Patrol’ is a marching song for boys,” demarcating the segment as a space for boys.86 Furthermore, dur-
ing the safety-patrol-themed segment, both Caesar and Vallée alternate between calling the children
“boys” and “men,” leveraging the oscillation for comedic effect. For example, Caesar states, “I thought
you would like to meet some of our safety patrolmen so, I invited sixteen boys.”87 Later, Vallée states,
“thank you men” accompanied by audience laughter, and Caesar echoes “thank you men….Now
class…as I told you boys up at school.”88 In conjunction with the use of an all-boys chorus, this
humorous device accentuates the male dominance of this activity and the future potential of boys
as contributors to accident prevention. It illustrates the indoctrination of the boys in the process of
training and habituation as they age.

Beyond the gender of the students and their potential function—as a “safety patrol” and a “glee
club”—the nationally broadcast segment provides listeners with little information about P.S. 10.89

The on-air introduction to the school notes that the boys were from “New York Public School 10
uptown.”90 The lack of additional information given to the audience and the radio’s absence of visual
information has the potential to allow the audience to construct their own image of the ether’s safety
patrol.

The content of the segment’s skit highlights the ambiguous identity of the students. The main
objective of Caesar’s lesson before they sing the “Safety Patrol March” is to emphasize that diction
is “the most important thing a singer should learn,” not to disseminate safety doctrine.91 This lesson
policed and shaped the boys’ mode of speech and self-presentation; it did not test their retention of
safety lessons. While one cannot assess how the audience responded to these discontinuities, these
fractures create a tension between the possible identities and extracurricular affiliations of the group
of boys and between their performance with Caesar on the air and their actual lives as P.S. 10 students.
For example, portraying the group as both a safety patrol and a glee club showcases two contributions
to their community: helping children cross the street and educating through song. The conflation of
the glee club with the safety patrol further contorts the mission of the safety patrol, rooting it in
song and therefore positioning song as a way to access the experiential dimension of safety education.

Safety and Danger in Public School Number 10

While the segment promotes an image of unity, there was a contrast between the actual circumstances
that children in schools such as P.S. 10 faced and the protective powers of song presented in the seg-
ment. When taken in conjunction with the contemporaneous geography of public schools in
Manhattan, the short description of “New York Public School 10 uptown” points to an overcrowded
elementary school with a predominately black population during the 1930s, located at St. Nicholas
Avenue and West 117th Street in Harlem.92 Although this school had a safety patrol, students faced
danger and were at risk of accidents. According to former P.S. 10 student Cyril H. Price, the school

86Irving Caesar, The Royal Gelatin Hour, NBC, May 5, 1938. The final advertisement for the sheet music on the May 12th
episode deviates from this emphasis on masculinity as it markets the show’s premiums to “all the boys and girls” ostensibly
to expand the consumer base for the premiums. The Royal Gelatin Hour, May 12, 1938.

87Irving Caesar, The Royal Gelatin Hour, May 12, 1938.
88Rudy Vallée, The Royal Gelatin Hour, May 12, 1938.
89The Royal Gelatin Hour, May 12, 1938.
90The Royal Gelatin Hour, May 12, 1938.
91The Royal Gelatin Hour, May 12, 1938.
92The Royal Gelatin Hour, May 12, 1938; David Ment, “Racial Segregation in the Public Schools of New England and

New York, 1840–1940” (PhD diss., Columbia University, 1975), 233. The school is confirmed by a newspaper article describing
the week’s show. This article includes a typo, stating that the school is “New York City Public School No. 1 in Harlem” instead of
No. 10 as it is stated during the program. “Radio Highlights,” The Circleville Herald, May 12, 1938.
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had a successful safety patrol in the 1930s that eliminated traffic injuries for an entire school year, and
members were rewarded for their service with a field trip to Yankee Stadium.93 Despite these efforts,
however, traffic accident statistics for the school district placed it at the fifth-highest rate of childhood
street accidents per acre out of forty-four school districts surveyed in New York City.94

Contemporaneous education scholar Hubert E. Brown identified several factors that increased the
risk of childhood accidents, including population density due to tenement housing and a lack of
recreational facilities or public play spaces.95

Potential traffic accidents, racial discrimination, and outdated school facilities contributed to the
hazards faced by P.S. 10 students and other students in Harlem schools. The commission tasked
with determining the reasons for and providing governmental solutions to the Harlem riot of 1935
acknowledged concerns regarding Harlem Public Schools “on the grounds that they [were] old, poorly
equipped and overcrowded and constitute fire hazards … [and] in the administration of these schools,
the welfare of the children [was] neglected and racial discrimination [was] practiced.”96 As Edith
M. Stern reported in The Crisis in 1937, “Harlem schools [were] among the worst in the city,” and
few new schools in the area had been built since 1900.97 Child endangerment was also a concern of
the Permanent Committee for Better Schools in Harlem, which advocated for the creation of new
schools, in part due to concerns regarding overcrowding and the daily commute of students from
P.S. 10 and P.S. 170, which required students to cross around twelve “dangerous traffic streets.”98

Despite these efforts, school administrators denied the existence of discrimination. Instead, they
blamed the students’ underperformance mainly on their home lives.99

By distancing the listener from the actual context of P.S. 10 uptown, the segment addressed child-
hood accidents as primarily a pedagogical problem by assigning blame to children instead of drivers or
civil engineers. The segment presents a sanitized version of the safety education movement, emphasiz-
ing community initiatives and amicable relationships between adults and children. By presenting a
homogenized experience of safety, it does little to acknowledge the factors that put some children—
particularly the students of P.S. 10 in Harlem—at a greater risk for accidents in unsafe learning envi-
ronments. Instead, it emphasized the importance of the roles of boys as stewards of safety through
proper singing technique and positioned after-school radio programs as utopian communities for chil-
dren to learn safety lessons.

“The Safety Patrol March”
When developing this idealized community of future adult citizens, “The Safety Patrol March” presents
the possibility of priming singers, listeners, and readers to think through different community roles.
The song describes a code of conduct—a membership pledge in march time—that introduces attentive
listeners to the ideal child roles created by adults in society while presenting children with the oppor-
tunity to perform these roles.

The song’s ternary form is divided between children who receive assistance from the safety patrol
(A) and safety patrol members (B). This deviates from several songs about the safety patrol, since here
the singer adopts the roles of both the pedestrian and the patrol member. The song’s form accentuates

93Cyril H. Price, The Tinfoil Prince of Harlem (Bloomington, IN: iUniverse, 2016), 34.
94Hubert Earle Brown, “A Study of Safety in the Elementary and Junior High Schools of New York City” (PhD diss., New York

University, 1938), 47.
95Brown, “A Study of Safety in the Elementary and Junior High Schools of New York City,” 48.
96“Complete Riot Report Bared: Chapter Four: The Problem of Education and Recreation,” Amsterdam News, July 18, 1936;

The Complete Report of Mayor LaGuardia’s Commission on the Harlem Riot of March 19, 1935, ed. Robert M. Fogelson and
Richard E. Rubenstein (New York: Arno Press, 1969), 78.

97Edith M. Stern, “Jim Crow Goes to School in New York,” The Crisis, July 1937, 201.
98Emmett May et al., quoted in Theodore R. Bassett, “New Schools for Harlem Demanded of Education Board,” Daily Worker,

July 1, 1936.
99Thomas. Harbison, “‘A Serious Pedagogical Situation:’ Diverging School Reform Priorities in Depression-Era Harlem,” in

Educating Harlem: A Century of Schooling and Resistance in a Black Community, ed. Ansley T. Erickson and Ernest Morrell
(New York: Columbia University, 2019), 68–69.
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the pedestrian’s role. This positions the patrol members in relation to their constituents, placing the
pedestrian’s laudatory remarks as both an initial enthusiasm for the patrol and then, in the rearticu-
lation after the B section, as a positive reaction to the patrol.

In the refrain, the singers assume the roles of the cooperative children obeying the tenets of traffic
safety, singing the following in the second stanza:

Shout, “Hooray! Hooray! Hooray!” for the Safety Patrol!
This is why our parents aren’t nervous,
We make “Safety” our goal,
And they’re glad to know we’re at the service of the Safety Patrol.100

This section encodes their obedience while valorizing the safety patrol as a surrogate watchful eye alle-
viating parental anxieties.

The subsequent section distinguishes the role of the safety patrol members from the pedestrians.
The singers sing the following in the third stanza:

Stop! Look! Listen!
Those are three commands;
You must stop and look and listen,
You must watch the Patrol Boy’s hands[.]101

In the first iteration of “Stop! Look! Listen!” the singers follow these instructions with rests, as if to
embed proper conduct in the music by allowing time for the singers and audience to stop, look,
and listen, keeping abreast of the patrol’s directions (Figure 4).102 In conjunction with the repetition
of the directions, these orders reflect the multisensory dimension of safety education. The singer pro-
claims a list of traffic safety directives in the next stanza in a declamatory fashion, reflecting the
march’s regimented character through a repetitive pattern. They accent the two dotted-quarter pulses
in each measure for most of the stanza (Figure 5).

The text markings in the advertised sheet music amplify the resolute characterization of the safety
patrol. The A section is marked as a refrain, but the B section is labeled as the space of the patrol and
given the character of deciso (Figure 6). When performing the song, singers and listeners practice the
roles of the dutiful child and the purposeful patrol member. Although the nature of children’s actual
engagement is unknown, the song and the radio could be interpreted as creating additional account-
ability measures. When taken in conjunction with the potential of radio to foster communities, knowl-
edge of other children learning their roles could hold some children accountable to the roles prescribed
by adults.

The show’s premiums expand the songs’ creation of social groups and reflection of civic duty. The
two premiums advertised during this episode of The Royal Gelatin Hour—sheet music to “The Safety
Patrol March” and a safety patrol emblem—had the potential to substantiate community ties after the
broadcast.103 As advertised when the segment concluded, the products were desirable status symbols.
After imploring parents to send for sheet music, the on-air advertisement promised to send “another
reminder of safety to safeguard children who must cross streets going to school … They’ll wear this
handsome pin proudly.”104 The language scripts the child’s engagement with the premiums as objects
of belonging to this manufactured radio club. The emblem became a visual marker of belonging and a
future role in one’s community, reflecting contemporaneous toy trends that emphasized the use of

100The Royal Gelatin Hour, NBC, May 12, 1938; Irving Caesar and Gerald Marks, The Safety Patrol March (New York: Irving
Caesar, 1938), Diana R. Tillson Collection of Children’s Sheet Music, Cotsen Children’s Library, Princeton University, Princeton,
NJ.

101Caesar and Marks, The Safety Patrol March.
102Caesar and Marks, The Safety Patrol March.
103The Royal Gelatin Hour, NBC, May 12, 1938.
104The Royal Gelatin Hour, NBC, May 12, 1938.
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boys’ toys to train them to be future contributors to the public sphere.105 It also extends the contextual
associations of the music to the badge itself, framing it as an object of child-rearing and a reinforcer of
safe habits through wear, imaginative play, and performance.

The historical resonances of the emblem heighten the segment’s connection to safety patrols and
children’s radio programs. Though badges were not specified as official components of safety uniforms

Figure 4. The first iteration of the lyrics “Stop! Look! Listen!,” mm. 41–44. Transcribed from Irving Caesar and Gerald Marks,
“The Safety Patrol March” (New York: Irving Caesar, 1938), Diana R. Tillson Collection of Children’s Sheet Music, Cotsen
Children’s Library, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ. The Safety Patrol March Words and Music by Irving Caesar and
Gerald Marks Copyright (c) 1937 Round Hill Songs, WC Music Corp. and Irving Caesar Music Corp. Copyright Renewed All
Rights for Irving Caesar Music Corp. Administered by WC Music Corp. All Rights Reserved Used by Permission. Reprinted by
permission of Hal Leonard LLC.

Figure 5. The regimented character of the safety patrol’s second stanza, mm. 57–60. Transcribed from Caesar and Marks, “The
Safety Patrol March.” The Safety Patrol March Words and Music by Irving Caesar and Gerald Marks Copyright (c) 1937 Round
Hill Songs, WC Music Corp. and Irving Caesar Music Corp. Copyright Renewed All Rights for Irving Caesar Music Corp.
Administered by WC Music Corp. All Rights Reserved Used by Permission. Reprinted by permission of Hal Leonard LLC.

Figure 6. The labels and performance directions for the song’s two sections. Caesar and Marks, “The Safety Patrol March.”
The Safety Patrol March Words and Music by Irving Caesar and Gerald Marks Copyright (c) 1937 Round Hill Songs, WC
Music Corp. and Irving Caesar Music Corp. Copyright Renewed All Rights for Irving Caesar Music Corp. Administered by WC
Music Corp. All Rights Reserved Used by Permission. Reprinted by permission of Hal Leonard LLC.

105See Gary Cross, Kids’ Stuff: Toys and the Changing World of American Childhood (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1997), 50–52.
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by the national handbook, some local branches included badges as part of their standard uniform.106

Patrol members also earned emblems, medals, and trophies for acts of service, their roles as safety cap-
tains, or winning safety contests.107 While the actual use of the emblem by consumers is unknown, its
historical signification of merit illustrates the multiplicity of the badge’s meaning, as an artifact of one’s
membership to Caesar’s safety patrol, as an award for assumed attentive listening to the segment, and
as a token of one’s loyalty to Royal Desserts products.

The Place of Sing a Song of Safety

Critically examining radio ephemera and children’s music highlights music’s role in citizenship forma-
tion and interventions in public safety efforts. This reflects the synergy of and tension between good-
will efforts and profit, between Caesar as a good Samaritan of Tin Pan Alley and Caesar as an
opportunist, and between the entertainer as a celebrity and as a public health official. It shows the
potential of educational songs and premiums to improve the safety of children, yet the inability of
these mediums, in the case of P.S. 10, to address external barriers to safety in children’s lives. This
reveals both how children were educated about safety and who was positioned as protecting and worthy
of protection. Inscribed in these artifacts are not only lessons about accident prevention, but also his-
torical snapshots of prescriptive gender roles and the presentation of safety as a racialized discourse.

Through the social groups described and marketed to on the program, the child’s listening experi-
ence was constellated in a complex of radio celebrities, companies, educators, parents, and other chil-
dren. As mothers reviewed the safety songs with their children and parents sent in for copies of the
songs, the show’s advertisements positioned parents themselves as consumers and stewards of child-
ren’s music. They monitored the child’s listening hygiene and curated musical content through their
tuning of the radio dial, consumption, and teaching, as prescribed by the segment. While one cannot
advance a unilateral reading of child and parental radio engagement, the program’s advertisements
suggest that thinking through the marketing strategies and relations in children’s music provides us
with multiple insights that both encompass and exceed the traces of children’s musical experiences.
This includes the connection of music to advertising, the musical experiences of adults, and the con-
struction and circulation of ideal child and parent roles.

The sonic traces in practicing and overhearing safety songs and visual encounters with emblems
and sheet music positioned audience members in relation to themselves, collectives, and the con-
structed ideals portrayed on the show. The segment and its premiums place one amidst the simulta-
neous protection and endangerment of the students of P.S. 10, the kinship ties of families, and local
safety patrol branches. Music and radio shuttle the listener between the local and the national, leading
one to the child’s role in and contributions to American society and the imagined “Johnny B. Careful”
and “Mary B. Ware.”
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